
Whether you are looking for an innovative resting ECG that off ers 
both, medical Bluetooth connectivity and a USB cabled option or a full 
performance ECG that is easy to integrate, seca has the perfect solution.

Comprehensive & easy to 
use integrated ECG system

seca CT330/CT331

Compatible with all EMR systems

Dr. Annamalai Veerappan
Chair & Clinical Director

Dr. Veerappan is a GP Principal at Tunstall Primary Care Centre and the Chair & Clinical Director of North 
Staff ordshire GP Federation. He has a special interest in Diabetes and Endocrinology, plus is a GP trainer, 
and an Appraiser. He also works in CQC as a Specialist Adviser. 

Here is an overview of what Dr. Veerappan thinks about the seca CT331 Bluetooth 
ECG, which his team use:  

“I have found it to be the most reliable ECG I have ever used in a GP Surgery. 
We have saved lots of time thanks to the EMIS integration, which also makes a 
signifi cant improvement to patient safety. It is easy to use, light weight, transferrable 
between diff erent clinical rooms in surgery and small and compact enough to 
even carry for home visits. 
seca’s technical support and customer service team have been excellent, helping 
us install the software and also train the staff  how to us the ECG. The seca CT331 
is reliable, safe and easy to keep clean and disinfect.”



The innovative seca CT331 off ers the best of both: 
Medical Bluetooth connectivity and USB cabled option.

+ Wireless and lightweight
+ Transfer data via Bluetooth or USB cable 
+ Rechargeable inbuilt batteries for up to 12 hours 

of runtime 
+ Brilliant recording quality of all twelve leads 

with a sampling rate of up to 32 kHz
+ LED’s for ECG quality and individual lead-on 

electrode check 
+ Clear surface for quick and easy disinfection 
+ Fully integrated with EMIS & SystmOne 

(Vision integration coming soon)

Compatible with all EMR systems

seca CT331

Resting ECG with USB 
and Bluetooth interface 
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Precision for health
seca.com

Discover seca CT330 and seca CT331 in video:

The fastest way to a full performance ECG. Easily 
integrate the seca CT330 into your daily routine.

+ Plug in the USB connector and start a high quality 
12 lead ECG acquisition

+ Brilliant recording quality of all twelve leads with a 
sampling rate of up to 32 kHz

+ Status LED for each lead guarantees safe ECG 
acquisition

+ True wave fi lter technology for perfect ECG signal 
quality in every situation

+ Clear surface for quick and easy disinfection 
+ Fully integrated with EMIS & SystmOne 

(Vision integration coming soon)

Compatible with all EMR systems

seca CT330

Resting ECG with USB 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZoDtvMq7q1c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SQrM0iO7Dzc&t=15s
www.seca.com
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